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Abstract: New particle reinforced aluminum matrix composites with the addition of refractory
High Entropy Alloy, MoTaNbVW, fabricated via powder metallurgy process were assessed for their
properties. Basic mechanical properties (modulus of elasticity, hardness) for the aluminum matrix, the
pure aluminum and the reinforcement phase were assessed by means of dynamic nano-indentation
technique. Nano-indentation based creep response was also evaluated in these three areas of interest.
Hardness shows an increase with the addition of the particulates and so does the elastic moduli and
the ratio of the energy absorbed in the elastic region. The creep response was approached in terms of
dislocation mobility and critical volume for their nucleation. The produced Al–HEA composites were
also studied for their sliding wear behavior and showed that with the increase in percentage of RHEA
particulates the wear resistance increases. Microstructural considerations, wear track morphologies,
and debris characteristics were used for the assessment of the involved wear mechanisms.
Keywords: aluminum matrix composites; particulate reinforcement; MoTaNbVW refractory high
entropy alloy reinforcement; nanoindentation; creep; sliding wear
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Particle Reinforced Aluminum Matrix Composites (PRAMCs) involve two or more
distinct phases, chemical and physical, one is the matrix and the other the reinforcement.
Different reinforcements either metallic, non–metallic or ceramic are used into these metallic
matrix composites to obtain certain properties, mechanical and/or physical [1]. Poor
interfacial wettability, large thermal expansion coefficient between matrix, and ceramic
particles leading to agglomeration, porosity forming, and fragmentation of particles result
in poor plasticity and toughness of these composites [2–5]. To overcome this main problem,
ceramic particles can be replaced with metallic particles due to their natural good interface
bonding [3,6]. Although these types of materials showed very good weight saving use, they
also must be cost efficient, so the most suitable and common matrix is aluminum [7]. Due
to their properties such as low density, high specific strength and stiffness, wear resistance
and others, aluminum matrix composites (AMCs) are widely used for structural, functional,
and high-tech applications such as tools, automotive, aerospace, marine, defense, and
many others [1,8–10]. These composites are fabricated via various routes such as, powder
metallurgy, mechanical alloying, stir casting, spray deposition [8].
A different/novel approach of PRAMCs is the addition of high entropy alloys (HEAs)
particulates as reinforcement due to their exceptional properties. High entropy alloys are
a novel type of metallic materials which consist of at least five different elements with
composition ranging from 5 to 35 at.%. These new types of alloys showed exceptional
mechanical and anti-corrosive properties. These properties derived from four main key
elements of HEAs such as (a) high entropy, (b) severe lattice distortion, (c) sluggish diffusion,
and (d) cocktail effect [11,12]. HEAs through different systems and compositions along with
proper designing, exhibit better specific strength, hardness, ductility, toughness, wear, and
corrosive behavior and other properties that conventional alloys cannot have in general.
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Even though these PRAMCs are quite new, some works have already been performed
by different researchers using HEAs as the reinforcing phase [3–6,13–15]. Yuan et al. [3]
showed that the addition of HEA particles into aluminum matrix, made by Spark plasma
sintering (SPS), increased the hardness by 63.7% compared with Al matrix. Luo et al. [15]
used aluminum AA1050 reinforced with Al0.5CoCrFeNi with stir casting method and
subsequent rolling. The composites exhibited increase in ultimate tensile strength (UTS)
by 74.3% and 32.1% in elongation compared with pure aluminum. Wear improvement
was also reported with the addition of HEA particles, as in the case of the AlCoCrCuFe
addition that significantly decreased the wear rate and increased the hardness with respect
to aluminum matrix [6] and composites made with laser melt injection (LMI) technique on
AZ91D substrate [16,17].
Nano indentation is a technique suitable for hardness and elastic moduli, as well
as creep examination in nanoscale for different materials. Since in metal composites the
distances between particle and interface are in micrometers, conventional methods are
not capable/suitable for determination of gradients in mechanical properties around the
particle. Therefore, the micro range of these gradients in mechanical behavior may be
indicated by nanoindentation because it can measure the resistance of plastic deformation
in small volumes [18].
Creep resistance, among all mechanical properties, may be the most significant and
crucial for applications in industry. For years, tensile methods were used evaluate creep
assessment in different materials, but the use of nanoindentation techniques were eventually used with success. Li et al. [19] first used nanoindentation methods for creep behavior
in different materials and they systematically approached the different creep mechanisms
during nanoindentation in relation to various testing parameters. It must be noticed at this
point, however, that research of nanoindentation in aluminum metal matrix composites is
very limited, and even more in the cases of HEA particle addition in aluminum matrix.
The sliding wear response of PRAMCs has been significantly examined during the
last there decades and crucial testing and material parameters such as matrix nature,
reinforcing particles characteristics, externally applied load, testing temperature, sliding
speed and distance, and lubrication were identified as those that can impose an important
effect. Review works such as those of Sannino and Rack [20], Deuis et al. [21], and Kumar
et al. [22] are very explanatory on the role of each one of these factors and the reader is
strongly advised to read them in order to gain a more thorough view of the sliding wear
phenomena of PRAMCs. Despite the fact that the contribution of each individual factor
is well-assessed and explained, no single and simple unified theory for the sliding wear
response of PRAMCs has been established and formulated. On the contrary, many different
wear mechanisms have been proposed, making researchers worldwide accept that the
evaluation of the wear response is, most of the times, a combination of more than one sliding
wear mechanism [20–22]. The most unified postulated of all these years of research is that
the sliding wear response of PRAMCs is governed by a transition between three modes, i.e.,
“light”, “mild”, and “severe” [20–22]. Among the most predominant wear mechanisms, one
can find (a) the classic Archard theory where material removal is cumulative and repeated
adhesion—decohesion sequence between the two counter bodies, (b) the delamination
theory of Suh [23] where the material loss is due to crack/flaw formation and propagation
due to plastic deformation, and (c) the tribolayer approach according to which, oxides
phases that are formed on the surface are mechanically mixed with the metallic matrix
forming a dynamic in stability terms surface layer which is continuously subjected to
a comminution—consolidation action, the stability of which controls the severity of the
degradation phenomena [21,24,25].
The scope of the present effort is based on three fundamental pillars: (a) to assess,
perhaps for the first time, the creep response of new Al matrix composites reinforced by
Refractory High Entropy Alloy particles along with other mechanical properties with the
use of nano-indentation technique; (b) to primary assess the sliding wear response of these
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new systems; and (c) to identify the effect the different reinforcing particle size may have
on these properties, if any.
2. Materials and Methods
The specimens were fabricated via the powder metallurgy route and hot press sintering.
Powder of AA-1050, pure aluminum powder (purity 99.5%) and powder of the MoTaNbVW
refractory HEA were blended to achieve three different compositions (1, 3, and 5 vol.%.
These volumes fractions refer to the RHEAs particles which are the reinforcing phase,
leaving the rest of the vol.% as the matrix material, i.e., the Al phase). As reference,
pure aluminum specimens were also manufactured with the same route. The RHEA was
produced via Vacuum Arc Melting method, followed by 5 remeltings. As a next step,
Fritsch Pulverisette 7 PL planetary mill was used to turn the MoTaNbVW into powder. A
more detailed explanation about the fabrication of the specimens is referred in a previous
work [26].
2.1. Nanoindentation Testing
For the nanoindentation and creep measurements Shimadzu DUH—211S was used.
The applied load was 196.13 mN, the depth of indentation was 1000 nm, and two loading
speeds were selected, 2.2207 and 13.3240 mN/s. The same conditions, instead having a
holding time of 30 s for the applied load, were also used for creep experiments. Measurements were taken from HEA particulates as well as from the aluminum matrix. More
specifically, the measurements for both the basic mechanical properties and the creep
response were conducted on (a) a pure Al PM processed sample as a reference material,
(b) on bulk/coarse RHEA reinforcing particles of the 5 vol.% reinforced system and (c) on
the matrix phase of the 5 vol.% reinforced composite (this matrix phase practically consists
of Al and fine sized dispersed RHEA particles). The calculations of the properties acquired
were based on the Pharr [27] approach for nanoindentation testing and they were provided
from Shimdazu’s software (SHIMADZU DUH menu application Version 2.40).
2.2. Wear Testing
The wear experiments were conducted on a ball on disc set up, using a CSM Instruments tribometer and as a counter body steel ball (100Cr6). The sliding distance set for
1000 m, interrupted every 200 m, and the specimens were weighted for the mass loss
calculations. The rotating speed was set at 10 m/s. At least three measurements of each
composition were made for better repeatability.
Wear tracks and debris from the worn surfaces were examined through scanning
electron microscopy (JEOL 6510 LV) and EDX analysis.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Nanoindentation and Creep
Basic Mechanical Property Assessment
Figure 1 presents indicative loading—unloading nano-indentation curves (no creep
stage) upon which the basic nano-indentation mechanical properties were calculated.
Tables 1 and 2 (speed 1 and speed 6 respectively) shows the values obtained from
nanoindentation testing for the standard mechanical properties, i.e., Eit the modulus of
elasticity by nanoindentation, nit the absorbed energy in the elastic region versus the overall
absorbed energy and the hardness of the material HV.
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Table 1. Nanoindentation based fundamental mechanical properties (loading speed 1).
Tables 1 and 2 (speed 1 and speed 6 respectively) shows the values obtained from
nanoindentation testing for the standard mechanical
properties,
i.e., Eit the modulus of
Speed 1 (13.3240
mN/s)
elasticity by nanoindentation, nit the absorbed energy in the elastic region versus the overHardness
(HV) HV.
Eit (GPa)
all absorbed energy and the hardness
of the material

nit (%)

Pure Al

50.88 ± 1.73

68.95 ± 1.17

6.58 ± 0.66

Matrix

59.14 ± 10.33

93.22 ± 5.4

13.51 ± 1.76

Table 1. Nanoindentation based fundamental mechanical properties (loading speed 1).

Speed 1 (13.3240 mN/s)
HEA
31.16 ± 3.6
Hardness653.24
(HV) ± 113.63Eit (GPa) 129.04 ± 19.22
nit (%)
Pure Al
50.88 ± 1.73
68.95 ± 1.17
6.58 ± 0.66
59.14
± 10.33
93.22
± 5.4
13.51 ±(loading
1.76
TableMatrix
2. Nanoindentation
based
fundamental
mechanical
properties
speed 6).
HEA
653.24 ± 113.63
129.04 ± 19.22
31.16 ± 3.6

Speed 6 (2.2207 mN/s)

Table 2. Nanoindentation based fundamental mechanical properties (loading speed 6).

Hardness (HV)

Pure Al
PureMatrix
Al
Matrix
HEA
HEA

Eit (GPa)

Speed 6 (2.2207 mN/s)
56.29 ± 2.11 Eit (GPa)
62.69 ± n6it (%)
Hardness (HV)
56.29 ± 2.11
62.69
±
6
60.26 ± 5.87
80.83 ±6.03
21 ± 0.59
60.26 ± 5.87
80.83 ± 21
7.57 ± 3.96
685.95 ± 137.14
112.13 ±33.12
23.48± 4.53
685.95 ± 137.14
112.13 ± 23.48

nit (%)
6.03 ± 0.59
7.57 ± 3.96
33.12 ± 4.53

Based on the data of Tables 1 and 2 the following points can be addressed:
•

Based on the data of Tables 1 and 2 the following points can be addressed:

•

•

Nanoindentation hardness, HV: The hardness values seem to follow an ordinary
Nanoindentation
HV:
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hardness
values
seemvalues,
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trend.
More specifically, hardness,
the reinforcing
phase
the higher
hardness
sig- an ordinary trend.
More
specifically,
the
reinforcing
phase
shows
the
higher
hardness
nificantly higher than pure Al and the composite’s matrix phase, which is expectedvalues, significantly
since
it is a hard
entropy
alloy. The composite’s
phase
appears
higher
thanrefractory
pure Alhigh
and
the composite’s
matrixmatrix
phase,
which
is expected since it is
to be slightly higher than pure Al. This difference arises from the fact that in the case
a hard refractory high entropy alloy. The composite’s matrix phase appears to be
of the matrix phase, it was observed form the composite microstructure as it was seen
higher
pure Al.
This ofdifference
arises from
the fact
that in the case of the
in slightly
previous work
[26]than
a significant
amount
fine-sized reinforcing
particles
is dismatrix
phase,
it was
observed
formofthe
persed
within
the matrix
region.
The presence
suchcomposite
fine particlesmicrostructure
inhibits the ma- as it was seen in
trixprevious
plastic deformation
byarestricting
the mobility
dislocations.
phenomenon
work [26]
significant
amountofof
fine-sizedThis
reinforcing
particles is dispersed

within the matrix region. The presence of such fine particles inhibits the matrix plastic
deformation by restricting the mobility of dislocations. This phenomenon is typical
in the mechanical response of metal matrix composites [28]. Since the ease of plastic
deformation is retarded, and by recalling the hardness it is practically the resistance
to the later (plastic deformation), this increase in the matrix hardness compared with
that of pure Al is easily explained. The different loading speeds do not seem to have
any significant effect of the hardness of the different phases.
Modulus of elasticity in nanoindentation, Eit : As in the case of hardness, it can be
observed that the Eit values increase form the pure Al, to the composite matrix and the
reinforcing phase. This trend is also expected. The reinforcing phase, firstly, is a BCC
solid solution of refractory elements that establishes strong interatomic bonds and
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•

intense elastic stress fields within the lattice, due to the intensive lattice distortion effect
caused by the presence of the multiple, different in size elements [11,29]. These factors
explain the high modulus of elasticity values for the reinforcing phase. The Eit values
of the composite’s matrix phase, on the other hand, seems to be significantly higher
than that of pure Al. This fact is also associated with presence of fine reinforcing phase
particles homogeneously distributed within the matrix. If we recall the microstructure
of the composites [26], it can be seen that the very fine size of the reinforcing particles
leads to a particle distribution where the inter-particle spacing is low. This practically
means that during the indentation testing, the indenter is facing and measuring the
combined effect of both Al and reinforcing particles. It measures, hence, a mixed Eit
which resembles the modulus of elasticity measured in a particulate reinforced metal
matrix composite, where the values obtained are a combination of both phases and
usually estimated by a rule of mixture approach [30]. It is, therefore, expected that
the contribution of the hard and of high Eit fine reinforcing particles increase the Eit
values of the matrix phase. Another issue to be addressed is the effect of the different
loading speed on the Eit values.
Ratio of the energy absorbed in the elastic region over the total absorbed energy,
nit: The nit ratio, usually follows the same trend with hardness. If we take into
consideration that hardness is the resistance to plastic deformation, an increased
hardness results in an increase in the energy absorbed in the elastic region, i.e., an
increase in the nit ratio.

3.2. Creep Assessment
3.2.1. Calculations
For the necessary calculations to be conducted, the approach of Zhang et al. [31] was
adopted, with certain modifications performed when requested as it was carried out by
Karantzalis et al. [32].
For nanoindentation tests, a Berkovitch diamond indenter usually is used and the
values that measurements provide are the strain rate and the hardness as function of the
depth of indentation. The equations that provide the previous values are the following:
.

1 dh
h
ε=
=
h dt
h
.

and
H=

(1)

P

(2)
24.5h2
where ε is the strain rate, h is the indentation depth as function of time, H represents the
hardness, and P the applied load as function of time.
Due to creep, the displacement of indentation during the holding time can be approached by the protocol proposed by Wang et al. [33]. A slight modification of this
protocol is used for obtaining a fitting curve:
∆h(t) = h(t) − h0 = atp + kt

(3)

where h(t) is the depth of indentation as a function of the holding time, h0 is the initial
depth at the start of the holding time, t is the holding time, and ∆h(t) is the net creep
indentation depth. A, p, and k are the fitting parameters.
In the present effort creep stage starts when 1000 nm depth is reached. Once in this
specific depth the holding stage for 30 s takes places at maximum load (Pmax ). The pure
depth due creep can from Equation (3) is:
h(t)creep = atp + kt

(4)
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and the overall indentation depth is:
h(total) = h0 + atp + kt

(5)

where h0 is the indentation depth at the onset of the creep stage and is close to 1000 nm
which is the selected indentation depth.
Other researchers [19,34] proposed that creep in indentation obeys an empirical law of
the form:


Q
.
n
ε = Aσ exp −
,
(6)
RT
where A is a constant, n the creep stress exponent, σ the applied stress, and Q the activation
energy. R is the gas constant. All the experiments were conducted at room temperature
and we can assume that the exponential factor of Equation (6) be a constant and so it can
be rewritten as:
.
ε = λσn
(7)
Applying logarithmic function on both sides of the previous equation we have:
.
ln ε = ln(λ) + nln(σ)

(8)

Also, by applying logarithmic function on both sides of Equation (1) it becomes:


1 dh
.
ln ε = ln
(9)
h dt
Another useful equation for the overall approach proposed by Zhang et al. [31] is:
σ = kH

(10)

.
where
k is a parameter related to the material that is being tested. Plotting ln ε , i.e.,

ln h1 dh
dt with ln(H) stress exponent n can be calculated with this way. From stress exponent can be also calculated and strain rate sensitivity, m:

m=

1
n

(11)

The other mechanical properties also calculated in the present work, such as hardness
and modulus of elasticity, were calculated by the adopting the approach of Oliver and
Pharr [27].
An example of fitting curve with the fitting parameters is shown in Figures 2–4, which
present an example of logarithm of strain rate versus the logarithm of hardness curve along
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Once stress exponent n is calculated and m (strain rate sensitivity), the critical volume
for dislocation nucleation Vcr can be also calculated [35,36].

Once stress exponent n is calculated and m (strain rate sensitivity), the critical volume
kT
V V
=
for dislocation nucleation
be also calculated(12)
[35,36].
τ can
m
cr
where k is the Boltzman constant, T the temperature in Kelvin degrees, m the strain sensitivity, and τmax the maximum shear stress during the creep stage. According to Wang et
al. [35].
cr

V =

τ

=

H

kT
τmax m

(12)

(13)

3√3

where
k is the Boltzman constant, T the temperature in Kelvin degrees, m the strain
and
sensitivity, and τmax the maximum
shear stress during the creep stage. According to
P
H
=
(14)
24.5h
Wang et al. [35].
H is calculated from Equation (14) using as P the maximum load whenH
the indenter
max
is reached at the creep indentation depth (in this case 1000 nm) and
h is =
close to√
this value
τmax
(13)
(~1000 nm).
3 3
max

max

0

3.2.2. Assessment
and

P

Prior to any effort to evaluate the response of the different composite phases at the
max
actual creep stage, it is very important to examine the pre-creepmax
loading stage. Figure 5
shows indicative load-depth curves of the different composite phases along with pure2 Al.
0
It can be observed that the loading curves are, in all cases, smooth without any load—
depth fluctuations. The presence of load depth fluctuations at the loading stage during
max testing, is often met in different alloy systems and it known as “serranano-identation
tions” [36–38]. Serrations play an important role on the assessment of the creep behavior
by nano-indentation techniques, since their presence indicate creep deformation phenomena occurred prior to the net creep stage. If such phenomena occur before the actual creep
stage, they affect significant the creep response of the examined material. In the present
effort, no significant evidence for the occurrence of serrations can be observed. This means

H

=

24.5h

(14)

H
is calculated from Equation (14) using as Pmax the maximum load when the
indenter is reached at the creep indentation depth (in this case 1000 nm) and h0 is close to
this value (~1000 nm).
3.2.2. Assessment

Prior to any effort to evaluate the response of the different composite phases at the
actual creep stage, it is very important to examine the pre-creep loading stage. Figure 5
shows indicative load-depth curves of the different composite phases along with pure
Al. It can be observed that the loading curves are, in all cases, smooth without any
load—depth fluctuations. The presence of load depth fluctuations at the loading stage
during nano-identation testing, is often met in different alloy systems and it known as
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“serrations” [36–38]. Serrations play an important role on the assessment of the creep
behavior by nano-indentation techniques, since their presence indicate creep deformation
phenomena occurred prior to the net creep stage. If such phenomena occur before the
actual creep stage, they affect significant the creep response of the examined material. In
the present effort, no significant evidence for the occurrence of serrations can be observed.
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lower
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can be approached more easily in terms of applied stresses.
Figure 6 presents some indicative curves of the full load–creep–unload cycles for
the different phases examined in the present effort. The overall behavior observed also
verifies the previous comments concerning the effect of the different loading speeds on the
necessary load to reach the preset depth.
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curves of the various systems and Figure 8 shows the Vcr values for the different phases
examined
the present
effort.
Table
3. Creepin
response
assessment
data.
Loading
Hmax
hcreep (nm) n actual n Extrapolated m Actual m Extrapolated
Speed (mN/s)
Table 3. Creep response assessment data. (GPa)
RHEA
13.3240
50.4
44.7
44.9
0.026
0.027
5.18
2.2207
43.7
41.7
41.5
0.031
0.031
4.80
Matrix Loading
13.3240
43.8
51.6
49.7
0.028
0.027
0.70
m Extrapn Extraph27.8
creep
2.2207
86.0
0.012 m Actual
0.0098
0.57
n actual 101.4
Phase
Speed
olated
(nm)
Pure Al (mN/s)
13.3240
49.4
38.1
35.3 olated0.033
0.041
0.62
2.2207
46.7
18.1
17.7
0.065
0.067
0.32
Phase

τmax
Vcr Actual
(GPa)
(nm3)
1.00
0.181
0.92
0.182
0.133
1.821
0.109 Hmax3.247
0.119(GPa)1.311
0.121
0.606

Vcr Extrapolated
(nm3)
0.175
0.182
1.744
Vcr
τmax3.778
Actual
(GPa)
1.218
(nm3 )
0.591

Vcr
Extrapolated
(nm3 )

RHEA

13.3240
2.2207

m actual, Vcr actual:
values calculated
the actual h creep
50.4 n actual, 44.7
44.9 Parameter
0.026
0.027 based on 5.18
1.00depth as a0.181
of time received
during testing;
n extra, m 0.031
extra, Vcr extra:4.80
Parameter values
43.7 function 41.7
41.5
0.031
0.92 calculated0.182

0.175
0.182

Matrix

13.3240
2.2207

43.8
27.8

51.6
86.0

49.7
101.4

0.028
0.012

0.027
0.0098

0.70
0.57

0.133
0.109

1.821
3.247

1.744
3.778

Pure Al

13.3240
2.2207

49.4
46.7

38.1
18.1

35.3
17.7

0.033
0.065

0.041
0.067

0.62
0.32

0.119
0.121

1.311
0.606

1.218
0.591

based on the extrapolated values of the h creep as a function of time after fitting by Equation (4).

n actual, m actual, Vcr actual: Parameter values calculated based on the actual h creep depth as a function of time
received during testing; n extra, m extra, Vcr extra: Parameter values calculated based on the extrapolated values
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The RHEA phase is a hard BCC type system, whereas pure Al is a soft FCC phase. Their
net creep depth may be similar, yet the stress exponent in the case of RHEA is 44.7 for
the high loading speed and 41.7 for the low speed, whereas for pure Al these values are
38.1 and 18.1, respectively. The stress exponent mirrors directly the ease or difficulty of
the creep deformation behavior: the higher its value the more difficult the creep events to
occur. Under this frame it seems that it is easier for pure Al to creep and to provide these
indentation depths. There is however a significant reduction in the stress exponent for the
low loading speed in the case of pure Al. This significant drop indicates that the creep
deformation takes place much easier. This behavior can be explained in terms of dislocation
mobility. By recalling that during the loading stage, no creep phenomena (serrations) are
observed, it can be postulated that at the high loading speeds the dislocations that are
generated are mostly entangled and as such the number of free dislocation and/or the
overall dislocation mobility at the creep stage is restricted. This is also depicted at the
maximum hardness (Hmax ) or the τmax at the onset of the creep stage. The higher the Hmax ,
or τmax , the more difficult for the system to reach the preset indentation depth. At the low
loading speed, the number of generated dislocations may be less than the higher speed, yet
their entanglement is not that severe and as such freer mobile dislocations are available for
contributing during the creep stage.
In the case of RHEA, on the other hand, it can be seen that the stress exponent is
higher than that of pure Al, which indicates that creep deformation is more difficult to
happen. However, similar creep depths have been reached. The obvious question is
why? The reason comes from the very high Hmax or τmax this phase showed compared
with that of pure Al. As a hard brittle phase of BBC type, RHEA needs high stress to
reach the preset depth. During the loading stage, due to the nature of the RHEA phase,
dislocation generation is more difficult and so is their entanglement. Their mobility is also
more difficult since for BCC structures dislocation climb mechanisms that can ensure the
continuance of deformation events are also restricted [35,36,39]. As such, there may be less
dislocations available at the creep stage, yet they are free and the actual stress under which
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they move is very high (τmax ). Therefore, despite the obstacles the nature of RHEA poses,
dislocation moves under this high τmax , and provides the creep deformations observed.
The overall picture of the creep response between these two phases (RHEA and pure Al)
can be further enlightened by the data concerning the critical for dislocation nucleation
volume, Vcr . It can be seen, from Table 3, that for the RHEA phase this parameter possesses
values of 0.181 nm3 and 0.182 nm3 . In conjunction with the stress exponent values, it is
observed that the loading speed does not play a significant role on Vcr . Vcr is the necessary
threshold volume required to be activated in order for dislocations, that accommodates the
creep deformation, to be generated [32,34,35,39]. These Vcr values are lower than those of
pure Al (1.311 nm3 and 0.606 nm3 for the high and the low loading speed, respectively).
The RHEA values are significantly lower, and this is due to the fact that independently on
whether the actual dislocation number is low or not, τmax is significantly high so that it can
cause dislocation generation at such relatively small critical volume. It must be mentioned,
however, that Vcr is calculated on the actual creep stage and does not take into account the
pre-creep history of the system. The fact that free, even low at number, to move dislocations
formed at the loading stage, also contributes to the creep deformation phenomena, and is
somehow indirectly mirrored in the obtained Vcr values.
Pure Al on the other hand has higher Vcr values. The first point to be addressed is the
significant reduction in Vcr at the lower loading speed. This behavior is a good example to
rise the effect of the pre-creep loading stage influence. At high loading speeds, numerous
dislocations are generated, which are, however, mainly entangled causing a significant
strain hardening effect. As such, the number of free dislocations to move and/or the
overall dislocation mobility is considerably restricted. Therefore, these dislocations cannot
contribute their maximum during the creep stage: practically more dislocations must be
generated upon creep to provide the obtained creep deformation. The τmax value is not
that high and as such a larger volume must be activated in order to produce the necessary
for the creep deformation dislocations. When the loading speed is low the behavior alters
dramatically. During which, the loading stage dislocations are generated which are not
entangled and free to move. These dislocations contribute to the creep deformation during
the creep stage and as such less additional dislocations are required to express the overall
creep character which can be provided by a smaller activation volume (0.606 nm3 for the
low speed compared with 1.311 nm3 for the high speed).
Comparing the two systems, RHEA has lower Vcr values as already stated. This is
because the τmax values are extremely high compared with the τmax values of pure Al
and therefore these high values can cause generation of dislocations within a low material
volume and they, additionally, sustain considerable dislocation mobility, providing the
obtained creep indentation depths. Pure Al on the other hand has, apart from what was
addressed for the dislocation mobility, lower τmax values and as such dislocations must
be born form a larger volume. Nevertheless, the FCC structure with the energetically
enhanced slip systems it possesses sustain dislocation mobility and as such the obtained
creep depths are reached.
Last but not least, the composite matrix behavior is quite remarkable and needs to be
further approached. At the high loading speed, the behavior is more or less similar to that
of the pure Al at the high loading speed as well. The stress exponent, the τmax , and the Vcr
values are all slightly higher than that of pure Al. Based on the previous discussion, all these
slightly increased values are indications of a slightly increased difficulty in the dislocation
mobility. It is clear that this extra difficulty is due to presence of the very fine reinforcing
particles dispersed with the matrix that consists of obstacles to the dislocation movement.
What is really remarkable, however, is the response of the matrix phase as the low loading
speed. It can be observed (Table 3) that the stress exponent is significantly increased, the
τmax is reduced, and the Vcr is also significantly increased. All these observations suggest
an increased difficulty for creep deformation and this difficulty is directly mirrored at
the actual obtained creep depth (27.8 nm) which is significantly lower compared with all
the other systems and conditions. This behavior can be related to the following reasons:
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(a) the dislocations generated at the loading stage are less mobile because the τmax under
which they move to provide creep deformation at the creep stage is reduced, (b) and the
critical volume for nucleation of dislocations is very high so that new dislocations that can
accommodate creep deformation are more difficult to be generated. Despite these reasons,
the authors recognize that further experimentation is required in order to have a more
thorough view of this behavior.
3.3. Sliding Wear Response
For volume loss, the densities for each composition were calculated, 2700 Kg/m3 for
the pure aluminum matrix, 2789 Kg/m3 for 1 vol.% composite, 2967 Kg/m3 for 3 vol.%, and
3145 Kg/m3 for 5 vol.% were adopted. The densities were calculated using the Archimedes
principle, as Equation (15) states:
ρ=

m1
× ρm
m1 − m2

(15)

where m1 is the mass of the specimen in weighted in air, m2 the mass of the specimen
weighted in a fluid, and ρm the density of the fluid that it is using, in this case water
(ρm = 1000 Kg/m3 ).
Figure 9 shows the volume loss versus sliding distance of the different composites
and Figure 10 the wear rates for each composition. As it is shown, for the first 200 m
the wear seems to be very intense and after that is seems to have a more linear approach.
For this reason, wear rates are broken down to three different values. From the start of
the experiments until the first 200 m, from the first stop until the end of the experiment
Appl. Mech. 2022, 3, FOR PEER REVIEW
14
(200 m to 1000 m), and the overall value of the wear rates that occurs from mass—sliding
distance diagram.
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Figure 9. Volume loss versus sliding distance for each composition.

Figure 10. Wear rates for the initial 200 m, 200 to 1000 m and overall distance of each composition.
Figure 10. Wear rates for the initial 200 m, 200 to 1000 m and overall distance of each composition.
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acquired. All four specimens present intense wear with hill—valley morphology and
delamination of the surface. Abrasive wear is also visible at some areas. The composites
(instead the pure aluminum matrix) exhibit the following results: The higher the reinforcement, the more reduced the intensive hill—valley landscape. The reinforcement particles
are visible on each specimen’s surface in Figure 11b–d as the bright spots dispersed in
it. This reduction in the landscape leads to expanded uniformity over the wear trace of
the oxidized area. As the oxidized area is expanding, the lubrication action of the present
oxides is higher, thus having a significant decrease in the wear rate. Additionally, to the
previous statements, higher magnification of the wear tracks shows that, as the oxidized
areas become more uniformly distributed, the presence of the extensive cracks/flaws at the
matrix-reinforcement interfacial area seems to decrease, as it is shown in Figure 12. This
decrease results in reduced capacity of the delamination process/material removal. Such
reduced capacity also contributes to the reduction in the wear rate.
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Figure 11. Wear tracks as acquired from SEM for the monolithic specimen (a) and for the reinforced

Figure 11. Wear tracks as acquired from SEM for the monolithic specimen (a) and for the reinforced
specimens with 1 vol.% (b), 3 vol.% (c), and 5 vol.% (d) RHEA additions, respectively.
specimens with 1 vol.% (b), 3 vol.% (c), and 5 vol.% (d) RHEA additions, respectively.
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moderately lower wear rate especially for the 200–1000 m sliding distance. The authors
believe that this behavior can be attributed to reasons as the following: (a) it has been
reported in the literature [47] that for very ductile materials, during the initial stage of
sliding wear, significant ploughing and material migration sideways occur. This practically leads to an immediate expansion of the wear track. This expansion leads to reduced
shear stresses that develop on the surface of the wear track by the counter body, i.e., re-
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believe that this behavior can be attributed to reasons as the following: (a) it has been
reported in the literature [47] that for very ductile materials, during the initial stage of
sliding wear, significant ploughing and material migration sideways occur. This practically
leads to an immediate expansion of the wear track. This expansion leads to reduced shear
stresses that develop on the surface of the wear track by the counter body, i.e., reduced
stresses that can lead to eventually to material detachment and removal. (b) It is also known
and observed in the present work as well that highly ductile materials lead to the formation
of extensive hill—valley morphology. It can be seen that due to this intensive landscape
(Figure 11a) the oxidation phenomena are mostly located at the hill areas. If we take into
consideration that the material removal is associated with the development of cracks/flaws
at the oxide layer, the less the oxidized area the less material removal.
Figure 13 shows images of the debris acquired from each specimen in backscatter
mode. The white inclusions that can be seen are RHEA fragments dispersed into the debris
from the aluminum matrix. Based on the overall morphology of the debris, it seems that
there may be a slight reduction/refinement of their size as the reinforcing phase content
increases. This refinement of debris is possibly due to the abrasive action of the hard HEAs
Appl. Mech. 2022, 3, FOR PEER REVIEW
particles, which crash and pulverize the oxide layers that constitute the initial basis of17
debris formation [40,48].

Figure 13. SEM images for debris from the monolithic matrix (a) and 1% (b), 3% (c), and 5% (d) vol.
Figure 13. SEM images for debris from the monolithic matrix (a) and 1% (b), 3% (c), and 5% (d) vol.
reinforced systems, respectively.
reinforced systems, respectively.
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•
The addition of RHEA particulates enhanced hardness, elastic moduli, and ratio of
energy absorbed in elastic region of the matrix phase in the 5 vol.% reinforced system
compared with the pure aluminum specimen;
•
The three areas of interest showed no serrations during the loading stage prior to
creep for the two different loading speeds, i.e., no creep phenomena were expressed
during the loading stage;
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•

•

•
•
•
•

The addition of RHEA particulates enhanced hardness, elastic moduli, and ratio of
energy absorbed in elastic region of the matrix phase in the 5 vol.% reinforced system
compared with the pure aluminum specimen;
The three areas of interest showed no serrations during the loading stage prior to creep
for the two different loading speeds, i.e., no creep phenomena were expressed during
the loading stage;
The creep response of the three different constitutes (pure Al, matrix of the 5 vol.%
system and coarse RHEA particulates of the 5 vol.% composite) seem to be highly
affected by the maximum shear stress upon which creep is initiated (τmax ) which is
directly mirrored in the values of the critical for nucleation volume (Vcr ) which, in
turn, directly affects the necessary dislocation density and mobility for creep;
As far as the wear response is concerned, the increase in the reinforcement percentage
lowers the wear rates;
Intense wear with hill—valley morphology was evident in all specimens;
Oxidation—delamination was identified as the main wear mechanism accompanied
by the contribution of an abrasive wear mode;
Conclusively, it is evident that the presence of the fine size particulates enhanced the
creep response of the produced composites, where the coarse particles were mainly
contributed to the enhancement of their sliding wear resistance.
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